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(54) Title: CIGARETTE SUBSTITUTE 

(54) Titre : SUB STITUT DE CIGARETTE 

1a 2 4 6 7 1b 

3 1 8 

(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a cigarette substitute, comprising a hollow tubular element (1) provided with a generator of 
products to be inhaled (7, 8), with internal heating means (6) for heating the inspired air or at least part of the generator of products 
to be inhaled, and with a device (8) for triggering the generator of products to be inhaled. It is characterized in that the triggering 

- device comprises an element (8) sensitive to the heat produced by heating means that are situated outside the substitute (1) and are 
independent of the latter, said heat-sensitive element (8) being made of a material that cannot ignite or burn under the conditions of 
normal use of the substitute (1). It is thus possible to activate the cigarette substitute with the aid of a flame, without thereby causing 
combustion of the generator of products to be inhaled.  

(57) Abrdgd : L'invention concerne un substitut de cigarette comprenant un 616ment tubulaire creux (1) muni d'un g6ndrateur de 
C produits A inhaler (7, 8), de moyens de chauffage internes (6) pour chauffer lair aspire ou une partie au moins du g6ndrateur de 
C produits A inhaler, et d'un dispositif (8) pour d6clencher le g6ndrateur de produits A inhaler. Il se caractdrise par le fait que le dispositif 

de d6clenchement comprend un 616ment (8) sensible A un apport de chaleur produit par des moyens de chauffage situ6s A lextdrieur 
du substitut (1) et ind6pendants de celui-ci, ledit 616ment (8) sensible A un apport de chaleur 6tant r6alis6 dans un matdriau ne pouvant 
pas s'enflammer ou se consumer dans les conditions d'utilisation normale du substitut (1). Ainsi, il est possible d'amorcer le substitut 
de cigarette A aide d'une flamme sans pour autant provoquer la combustion du g6ndrateur de produits A inhaler.
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CIGARETTE SUBSTITUTE 

DESCRIPTION 

5 

The invention relates to a cigarette substitute, comprising a hollow tubular element equipped 

with a generator of inhalable products, internal heating means for heating the air drawn in or at 

least part of the generator of inhalable products, and a device for activating the generator of 

inhalable products.  

10 

People who want to stop smoking have an arsenal of medical and non-medical aids available 

to them. In order to stop smoking, one must not only break the nicotine habit, but also get out 

of the habit of lighting a cigarette. These two factors are the main source of failure in smoking 

cessation treatments.  

15 

For this purpose, various cigarette substitutes have been proposed that, while simulating the 

motions of smoking a cigarette, do not release the toxic substances found in real cigarettes, 

such as tar. Depending on the design, these substitutes release only nicotine or only an 

odorant and/or flavoring agent, or both.  

20 

An imitation cigarette is known from WO 2005/009152 A, consisting of a cylindrical body made 

of plastic material in which there is a plug at one end allowing ambient air to pass through, 

natural essences positioned between two filters, and a mouthpiece. This imitation cigarette 

thus discharges only natural essence fragrances.  

25 

From WO 2005/099494 A, a nicotine aerosol electronic cigarette is known, comprising, in a 

shell, an electronic circuit board, a constant pressure cavity, a sensor, a gas-liquid separator,
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an atomizer and a supply bottle, the electronic circuit board consisting of an electronic 

switching circuit and a high frequency generator. This electronic cigarette releases a dose of 

nicotine to the smoker.  

5 These two cigarette substitutes release a cold puff of natural essences or nicotine to the 

smoker, producing sensations far from those he normally has when smoking a real cigarette.  

Thus, cigarette substitutes have been proposed in which the air drawn in is heated, either 

directly or through the generator of inhalable products. In all cases, the user inhales a puff of 

10 heated air suffused with the product to be inhaled.  

An example of the first embodiment is disclosed in DE 199 35 706 Al. It describes a cigarette 

comprising an incandescent wire, a battery, a switch activated by inhalation, a nicotine-soaked 

filter, and an optional aromatic agent (menthol), arranged one behind the other. The air drawn 

15 in is heated by the incandescent wire, then passes through the filter, where it is suffused with 

nicotine. This cigarette thus provides nicotine-rich warm air. A similar device is found in 

document DE 297 13 866 Ul.  

In document US 4945931 A, a valve activated by inhalation triggers aerosol release of a spray 

20 contained in a pressurized vial. This aerosol, mixed with air drawn in simultaneously, is heated 

by an electrical resistor before being inhaled.  

Numerous documents propose the second solution. For example, document EP 0 430 559 A2 

discloses a device that produces an aroma in which the aroma generator is in direct contact 

25 with a heating resistor. The heat produced by the heating resistor causes the aroma generator 

to release its substance(s), which are then inhaled by the user. A similar device is disclosed in 

document EP 0 503 767 Al.
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Document DE 198 54 005 Al proposes a cigarette substitute in which a material capable of 

generating an aerosol is surrounded by an electrical resistor. By pushing on a button or using 

a control device, the resistor is heated and air is drawn in through the aerosol-releasing 

5 material before being inhaled.  

Document EP 0 845 220 Al discloses an aroma-producing item. In this item, the aromatic 

substance is placed in a reservoir equipped with a channel directing the liquid toward outlet 

ports. The heat causes the liquid placed in the outlet ports to vaporize before being inhaled by 

10 the user. The reservoir is removable and can be replaced. This device is particularly 

complicated and costly.  

Various means of controlling the heating device have been proposed. A first solution consists 

in providing a switch that closes the electrical circuit when it is pressed (EP 0 845 220 Al, DE 

15 297 13 866 U1, DE 198 54 005 Al). Other devices are designed to begin heating upon 

inhalation, e.g., by using a valve that is displaced by the air drawn in. When air is drawn in, 

this valve is displaced, causing the heating circuit to close (DE 199 35 706 Al, US 4 945 931).  

Lastly, other systems provide a complete electronic circuit that controls the length of time and 

the degree to which the air or the substrate is heated; heating is activated by pressing on a 

20 switch (see EP 0 430 559 A2, EP 0 503 767 Al).  

In all of these examples, the user experiences the sensation of inhaling a puff of air enriched 

with various products, close to what he is used to inhaling from a real cigarette. However, the 

motions of lighting a cigarette are missing. This motion is an important element in the 

25 smoker's ritual and its absence is one of the reasons that traditional withdrawal measures fail.  

This is why some documents have proposed heating means that are lit with a flame first, and 

are then consumed without giving off smoke.
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This is the case in document EP 1 600 066 A2, which discloses a smoking device that serves 

as an aerosol for a flavoring agent. It has the shape of a cigarette, with a balsa core for a fuel 

source, surrounded by a high proportion of non-combustible mineral material impregnated with 

5 the flavoring agent, the whole contained in a non-combustible envelope closed off at one end 

with a traditional filter. The envelope and the non-combustible mineral material create cinders 

as they are consumed, which the smoker can let fall as he is accustomed to doing. In this 

case, it is conceivable that the puff inhaled by the smoker is heated due to the combustion of 

the balsa core. However, this puff contains not only high levels of aerosol, but also combustion 

10 products, which can be harmful.  

In the same category of smoking devices, a cigarette substitute is known from document EP 1 

468 618 A that includes a hollow cylindrical element equipped with a heat generator at one 

end and a mouthpiece at the other end. A flavor generator, comprising a plurality of pellets 

15 containing flavor-yielding substances, is placed near the heat generator. Another flavor

generating device is placed at a distance from the first one for the substances that do not 

require heating. In this smoking device, the heat generator is largely composed of carbon.  

Thus, the heat generator must be ignited so that it burns up while providing heat. Channels 

have been provided inside the heat generator to allow air to pass through it without coming 

20 into contact with the burning material. Here again, the cigarette gives off combustion products 

of the material that makes up the heat generator.  

In these two documents, the cigarette substitute is activated by lighting a combustible product 

with a flame; the combustible product, as it burns, then heats either the air drawn in or the 

25 substrate producing the aerosol. The flame thus triggers a combustion process that continues 

for the entire time the substitute is being used. Even though in some cases the combustion
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products are not directly inhaled, they are still given off in the immediate surroundings of 

the smoker and his environment, which greatly reduces the advantages of such 

substitutes.  

It is desirable to provide a cigarette substitute that provides the smoker with a 

s puff of warm air enriched with an odorant or flavoring product, and that requires the use 

of a lighter or a match to activate it, without thereby causing the combustion of any 

product.  

It is the object of the present invention to substantially overcome or ameliorate 

one or more of the disadvantages of the prior art.  

1o One aspect of the present invention provides a cigarette substitute comprising a 

hollow tubular element equipped with a generator of inhalable products, internal heating 

means for heating the air drawn in or at least part of the generator of inhalable products, 

and a device for activating the generator of inhalable products, wherein the triggering 

device comprises an element that is sensitive to a heat input produced by heating means 

is located outside the substitute and independent of it, with said heat-input sensitive element 

being made of a material that cannot be ignited or burned under the normal usage 

conditions of the substitute.  

In a preferred form of the invention, the above desire is achieved due to the fact 

that the triggering device comprises an element that is sensitive to a heat input produced 

20 by heating means located outside the substitute and independent of it, with said heat-input 

sensitive element being made of a material that cannot be ignited or burned under the 

normal usage conditions of the substitute. As long as no external heat has been applied to 

the element sensitive to external heat input, the cigarette substitute cannot work properly, 

and no aerosol containing the flavoring products or odorants of any other product to be 

25 inhaled can be generated. This cigarette substitute allows the smoker to retain the ritual of 

lighting up with the lighter or match flame. However, this external-heat-sensitive element 

does not ignite and does not burn. Consequently, it does not give off any undesirable 

product.  

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the cigarette substitute additionally 

30 comprises means for activating the internal heating means only when this heat-sensitive 

element has been exposed to heat generated by external heating means. In this way, one 

can avoid needlessly activating these internal heating means before the aerosol can be 

produced.  

In a first embodiment of the invention, the triggering device is a heat detector, 
35 preferably a bimetallic element, that is electrically connected to the internal heating 

means. In this way, when the heat detector confirms the application of external heat, it 

sends a signal to the internal heating means, which can then turn on.
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In a second embodiment of the invention, the generator of inhalable products comprises a 

reservoir that is preferably interchangeable. This makes it possible to reuse the cigarette 

substitute and to choose between several flavoring products or odorants.  

5 

In a particularly advantageous embodiment, the reservoir is made of a material that can be at 

least partially destroyed by heating means without igniting or burning, preferably by melting or 

through tearing means, and the generator of inhalable products is equipped with means for 

absorbing the contents of the reservoir when the latter is at least partially destroyed.  

10 

These reservoir heating means can consist of the external heating means. Thus, the heat 

applied by the flame serves to partially melt the reservoir, thereby releasing its contents into 

the absorption means, which can consist of a plug, preferably made of a fabric and preferably 

interchangeable.  

15 

The heating means for the reservoir can also be embodied in the form of a heating resistor 

connected to an electrical energy source and controlled by the heat-sensitive element. This 

way, the heat provided by the flame is detected by the external-heat-sensitive element, which 

then turns on the electrical resistor that heats the reservoir. This electrical resistor can be 

20 included in the reservoir itself or it can be a component of the cigarette substitute.  

It is preferable to place the reservoir at the end of the tubular element opposite the end meant 

to be placed in the mouth.  

25 In order to heat the air when the smoker draws on the cigarette substitute, starting means are 

provided for turning the electrical heating element on and off, the starting means preferably 

being equipped with first means for activating at least part of the electrical heating element
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upon inhalation and for deactivating it when inhalation ends. In this way, it is possible to 

conserve the electrical energy source by providing full heat only when the smoker inhales a 

puff. This also keeps the heating element from being too hot when the next puff is taken.  

5 Furthermore, in order to provide practically instantaneous heating, the starting means can also 

be equipped with second means for activating at least part of the electrical heating element 

after the first inhalation without deactivating it when inhalation ends. This way, once the 

heating element is turned on at the first puff, part of the heating element remains on, providing 

a "base heat level", as in a real cigarette. The air contained in the cigarette substitute is thus 

10 heated, and the following puff is warm from the beginning. Upon each puff, the rest of the 

heating element is activated, thereby increasing the warmth of the air drawn in, as a real 

cigarette would, due to the influx of oxygen from inhalation.  

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the first and/or the second means for activating 

15 the heating element comprise a contact switch. This contact switch can be equipped with a 

light return spring and a disk through which air can pass, for example, with the spring and the 

disk arranged so that the disk closes an electrical circuit during an inhalation and opens this 

circuit by the action of the return spring when inhalation stops. The very act of inhaling air 

through the substitute brings in a flow of air that pushes the disk up against a metal plate, 

20 closing the circuit. As soon as inhalation ends, the spring brings the disk back and thereby 

breaks the circuit.  

It is preferable for the cigarette substitute to have an autonomous electrical energy source, 

preferably an electric battery or capacitor.  

25 

It can be helpful to provide the cigarette substitute with an air speed regulator, preferably in 

the form of a perforated disk.
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In addition, it can be helpful to provide the tubular element with a filter at the 

end meant to be placed in the mouth, preferably a filter imitating that of a real cigarette.  

Likewise, it can be advantageous to provide luminous means at the end of the tubular 

element opposite the end meant to be placed in the mouth, to simulate the cigarette's 

5 incandescence, in particular in the form of intermingled heating resistors connectable to 

the electrical energy source, preferably through the starting means; the luminous means 

can have an opening to provide access to the inside of the tubular element.  

So that the smoker can experience all the pleasures of a real cigarette, a smoke 

generator can be provided, in particular, an electric smoke generator connectable to the 

10 energy source, preferably via the starting means. This would be done so that the smoke is 

not released into the smoker's mouth.  

The invention is explained in more detail below using the single figure, which 

shows an example of a preferred embodiment of the invention.  

The cigarette substitute comprises a hollow tubular element (1) closed off at one 

is of its ends (Ia) by a filter (2) and at its other end (Ib) by luminous means (9) simulating a 

cigarette's incandescence.  

Behind the filter (2), there is an air speed regulator (3). The latter can be made 

from a perforated disk. The diameter of the perforation is calculated so as to provide a 

brake against the stream of air equivalent to the inhalation resistance of a real cigarette.  

20 Next, there is a contact switch (4), e.g., made of a perforated disk that pivots 

between an open resting position away from the contact plate and a closed position in 

which it is held against
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the contact plate. A return spring not shown directs it back to the open resting position. When 

the smoker inhales a puff through the tubular element, the airflow causes the perforated disk 

to close, and thus closes the contact switch (4). As soon as the airflow from inhalation stops, 

the spring takes the disk back to its open resting position.  

5 

The tubular element (1) also contains a heat generator (6), preferably made up of heating 

resistors. Part of the heat generator (6) is intended to be on only when the smoker inhales air 

through the cigarette substitute, while the rest must remain on even between two successive 

puffs. For this purpose, the starting means of the heating element comprise an electronic 

10 circuit not shown that controls these two parts. In another alternative embodiment, the contact 

switch (4) can be provided with a double contact, with the first contact reacting to inhalations, 

while the second, once it is closed by the first inhalation, is kept in this position even when 

inhalation stops. The heat generator (6) is supplied with electrical energy by an electric battery 

(5).  

15 

The flavoring agents and/or odorants are absorbed on a plug (7). These agents are designed 

to be initially contained in a reservoir (8) placed near the plug (7). When the cigarette 

substitute is "lit" with the lighter flame, the heat applied is transmitted to the reservoir (8), 

which is at least partially destroyed by melting. The contents of the reservoir (8) are put in 

20 contact with the plug (7), which absorbs them. In the embodiment example presented here, 

the reservoir (8) is a capsule enveloped in a material with a fairly low melting point. The 

products to be inhaled can also be manually applied to the plug (7), e.g. using a pipette. For 

this purpose, an access orifice would be provided, e.g., in the luminous means (9) that close 

off the "incandescent" end of the cigarette substitute.  

25 

In the case where a reservoir is used, its size can be such that it can obstruct the inside of the 

hollow tubular element (1), the end of which can be metallic. An external heat source like a
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lighter flame then makes it possible to melt the capsule's envelope and release the liquid, 

which will then be absorbed by capillary attraction.  

The reservoir can also be surrounded by a heating resistor connected to the battery via the 

5 contact switch (4) and optionally via the electronic control circuit. During the first inhalation, 

once the substitute has been activated by the lighter flame, detected by a detector not shown, 

the heating resistor at least partially melts the capsule's envelope, releasing its contents, 

which are absorbed by the plug (7). In another variant, the heating resistor is activated directly 

by the external heat detector. The heating resistor can be integrated with the reservoir or be 

10 placed around it when it is inserted into the tubular element (1).  

The exact order of the various components can vary according to the space they occupy and 

the desired effects. In particular, multiple reservoirs can be provided, some of which are 

placed upstream from the heating element in order to heat their contents during inhalation, 

15 and others are placed downstream so that their contents do not pass through the heating 

element.  

As a nonlimiting example, the tube will have the dimensions of a cigarette. The discharge time 

for the energy source can be approximately 5 minutes.  

20 

Although it is not shown in the example in Figure 1, a smoke generator can also be provided.  

The cigarette substitute of the invention operates in the following way. First of all, the user 

must activate the flavor or odor generator by applying an external heat source to the 

25 substitute. The simplest way is to use a lighter flame or a match. The element sensitive to this 

external heat is then activated. In the example presented here, the heat at least partially melts 

the reservoir (8), releasing its contents onto the plug (7). As long as this action has not taken
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place, the flavoring product or odorant remains enclosed in the reservoir (8), and the odor 

and/or flavoring generator is not turned on. As mentioned previously, a heat detector could 

have been provided that would have closed a control circuit. This would have switched on the 

heating resistor located around or in the reservoir (8), causing it to partially melt. Another 

5 alternative would have been to provide a heat detector, e.g., a bimetallic element that would 

have given a signal to the control circuit. The control circuit would have then switched to the 

operating position, allowing the internal heating means (6) to be used, or caused the reservoir 

to melt during the first inhalation. The bimetallic element could also be designed in such a way 

that it tears up the reservoir after being deformed by the heat of the flame.  

10 

Once the cigarette substitute is thus activated, inhaling air through the mouthpiece (1a) is all 

that is required to cause the internal heating means (6) to turn on. The first time it is used, the 

contact switch (4) closes, causing the heating element (6) to turn on, for one, but also making 

the filaments of the luminous means (9) incandescent, and if applicable, turning on the resistor 

15 located on the reservoir, causing the release of its contents, which are then absorbed by the 

plug (7). The air drawn in enters through the luminous means, passes through the plug (7) 

while being suffused with flavoring and/or odor agents, and then this rich air passes through 

the heating element (6), where it is heated. Then it passes through the orifices of the contact 

switch (4) disk and those of the speed regulator (3) before going through the filter (2) and 

20 reaching the smoker's mouth.  

When inhalation stops, the contact switch (4) reopens by the action of the spring, or if the 

contact switch is a dual one, one of the contact switches opens and the other remains closed.  

Due to the contact switch (4) or one of the contact switches opening, part of the heating 

25 element is no longer powered, as well as at least part of the filaments of the luminous means 

(9), whereas the other part of the heating element (6) and of the luminous means (9), if 

applicable, still receive power owing to the second contact switch remaining closed or to an
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electronic control circuit. This way, the air contained in the tubular element remains warm 

without overheating, and the end simulating combustion remains slightly incandescent. The 

following inhalation again causes the contact switch (4) to close completely, thereby 

energizing the entire heating element and all of the filaments of the luminous means.  

5 

There is thus a very great resemblance in use and appearance between the cigarette 

substitute of the invention and a real cigarette. The smoker retains the ritual and the heat and 

taste/odor sensations he had with a real cigarette, but without having the disadvantages.  

10 The triggering device according to the invention can be applied to all of the cigarette 

substitutes known to the state of the art, the inventive principle being to require activation 

using a lighter or a match before the substitute can be used.  

List of references: 

15 

1 Hollow tubular element 

1a End meant to go in the mouth 

1 b "Incandescent" end 

2 Filter 

20 3 Air speed regulator 

4 Contact switch 

5 Electrical energy source 

6 Electrical heating element 

7 Plug 

25 8 Reservoir 

9 Luminous means
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The claims defining the invention are as follows: 

1. Cigarette substitute comprising a hollow tubular element equipped with 

a generator of inhalable products, internal heating means for heating the air drawn in or at 

5 least part of the generator of inhalable products, and a device for activating the generator 

of inhalable products, wherein the triggering device comprises an element that is sensitive 

to a heat input produced by heating means located outside the substitute and independent 

of it, with said heat-input sensitive element being made of a material that cannot be 

ignited or burned under the normal usage conditions of the substitute.  

10 2. Cigarette substitute according to the preceding claim, wherein it 

additionally comprises means for activating the internal heating means only when this 

heat-sensitive element has been exposed to heat generated by external heating means.  

3. Cigarette substitute according to one of the preceding claims, wherein 

the triggering device is a heat detector, preferably a bimetallic element, that is electrically 

is connected to the internal heating means.  

4. Cigarette substitute according to one of the preceding claims, wherein 

the generator of inhalable products comprises a reservoir that is preferably 

interchangeable.  

5. Cigarette substitute according to the preceding claim, wherein the 

20 reservoir is placed at the end of the tubular element opposite the end meant to be placed in 

the mouth.  

6. Cigarette substitute according to claim 4 or 5, wherein the reservoir is 

made of a material that can be at least partially destroyed by heating means without 

igniting or burning, preferably by melting or through tearing means, and in that the 

25 generator of inhalable products is equipped with means for absorbing the contents of the 

reservoir when the latter is at least partially destroyed.  

7. Cigarette substitute according to the preceding claim, wherein the 

reservoir heating means are made of a heating resistor connected to an electrical energy 

source and controlled by the heat-sensitive element and/or they consist of the external 

30 heating means.  

8. Cigarette substitute according to claim 6 or 7, wherein the absorption 

means consist of a plug, preferably made of a fabric and preferably interchangeable.  

9. Cigarette substitute according to one of the preceding claims, wherein 

the internal heating means are made of an electrical heating element, preferably a heating 

35 resistor connected to an electrical energy source.
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10. Cigarette substitute according to the preceding claim, wherein it 

comprises starting means for turning the electrical heating element on and off, the starting 

means preferably being equipped with first means for activating at least part of the 

electrical heating element upon inhalation and for deactivating it when inhalation ends.  

5 11. Cigarette substitute according to claim 9 or 10, wherein the starting 

means are equipped with second means for activating at least part of the internal heating 

element after the first inhalation without deactivating it when inhalation ends.  

12. Cigarette substitute according to claim 10 or 11, wherein the first and/or 

the second means for activating the internal heating element comprise a contact switch 

1o equipped with a light return spring and a disk through which air can pass, with the spring 

and the disk arranged so that the disk closes an electrical circuit during an inhalation and 

opens this circuit by the action of the return spring when inhalation stops.  

13. Cigarette substitute according to one of the preceding claims, wherein it 

comprises an autonomous electrical energy source, preferably a battery or a capacitor.  

is 14. Cigarette substitute according to one of the preceding claims, wherein it 

is equipped with an air speed regulator, preferably in the form of a perforated disk.  

15. Cigarette substitute according to one of the preceding claims, wherein 

the tubular element is provided with a filter at the end meant to be placed in the mouth, 

preferably a filter imitating that of a real cigarette, and this filter can be interchangeable.  

20 16. Cigarette substitute according to one of the preceding claims, wherein 

the tubular element is provided with luminous means simulating a cigarette's 

incandescence at the end opposite the end meant to be placed in the mouth, in particular 

in the form of intermingled heating resistors connectable to an electrical energy source, 

preferably through the starting means, wherein the luminous means can have an opening 

25 to provide access to the inside of the tubular element.  

17. Cigarette substitute according to one of the preceding claims, wherein it 

is equipped with a smoke generator, in particular, an electric smoke generator connectable 

to the energy source, preferably via the starting means, in particular the first starting 

means.  

30
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18. Cigarette substitute comprising a hollow tubular element substantially 

as hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying drawing.  

Dated 12 October 2010 

5 Didier Gerard Martzel 

Patent Attorneys for the Applicant/Nominated Person 

SPRUSON & FERGUSON
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